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Sleeping Dogs is an upcoming gritty open world first person shooter video game with role playing
elements being developed for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 and is scheduled to
be released in August world-wide. The game is being developed by United Front Game along with
the participation of Square Enix London Studios and will be published by Square Enix in conjuction
with Namco Bandai Games. It has several release dates as in North America it is set on August 14,
2012, Australia August 16, 2012 and some other dates for different countries.

Sleeping Dogs is truly inspired by the cinematic style action thrillers as appears in Hollywood and
Asian movies, consequently offering amazing thrilling gameplay for gamers thatâ€™s what has attract
more gamers before getting released.

The gameplay is set in the vibrant city of Hong Kong. Talking about the story, solemnly based on
open world thrilling action genre where player is assigned the role of â€œWei Shenâ€•, an undercover cop
who is assigned the task of taking down one of the worldâ€™s most fearsome criminal organizations
from the inside, the Hong Kong Triads.

The game is packed with action and will feature one of the most innate and creative combat
systems featuring brutal martial arts combat, bone-crunching kicks and combos and instant shoot
outs facilities that no place is safe out of the whole city.

Sleeping Dogs all in all is mature and gritty drama gameplay in which player is featured with deadly
martial arts, powerful gunfights and atrocious takedowns. There will be amazing high-speed thrill
also with exotic cars, superbikes and speedboats. With brutal martial arts tactics player could easily
fight with numerous enemies and the game will have more focus on an undercover operation to
infiltrate the Triads.

Fable: The Journey

Fable: The Journey is a forthcoming motion simulation, action-adventure & first-person shooter
video game with role-playing elements exclusively being developed for Xbox 360 Kinect adition.
Fable: The Journey is the fifth major installment in the Fable series. The game is being developed
by Lionhead Studios and will be published by Microsoft Studios. The game is set to be released in
October 2012.

The game is set after 50 years after the events of Fable III and will bring a whole new gaming
experience with deep storyline and picturesque world of Albion. The game will be offering cross-
game interaction with Fable Heroes. Defeat your enemies with deadly magic weapons and defend
yourself in combat, become a hero solving puzzles coming through the way of your journey.
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